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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Department of the Army, Total Warrant Officer Study (TWOS) Group was chartered
by the Chief of Staff, Army (CSA) in September 1984. This was the first Department of
the Army-level comprehensive study of warrant officer management across the Total
Army. Essentially, TWOS was required to answer the following questions, "What are
warrant officers doing now?" , "What should warrant officers be doing in the future, and
"What is the definition of a warrant officer?" Based on the charter and several
assumptions that were developed, the TWOS Group developed this mission statement:
"Examine the role and utilization, professional development, management,
compensation programs, policies and procedures, and recommend changes where the
effect would enhance combat readiness for the Total Army."

The TWOS accomplished this mission through review of current systems, analysis of
programs, surveys sent to warrant officers and commissioned officers, proponent
workshops, warrant officer steering groups, and general officer advisory groups. The
TWOS Group briefed findings and recommendations to the CSA on 24 June 1985.
During this briefing, the CSA approved a new definition of an Army Warrant Officer, the
coding of personnel authorization documents by rank groups to reflect three levels of
warrant officer utilization, and the management of warrant officers in terms of warrant
officer service which will provide an opportunity for 30 years service as a warrant officer.
The CSA also approved submission of a legislative package that includes provisions
for creation of warrant officer grade W5, a single promotion system with mandatory
integration into the Regular Army concurrent with promotion to W3, and a provision for
Selective Career Extension (a program similar to Selective Early Retirement for
commissioned officers).

One of the most significant of these actions was the development of a new warrant
officer definition. While the existing definitions exclusively keyed on technical
competence, the new definition requires warrant officer appointments to be based on a
sound level of technical and tactical competence.
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The definition formalizes the warrant officer's role as a trainer and leader, and requires
that the Army professionally develop warrant officers for assignment in positions that
are progressively challenging and difficult. This progressive development system
proposed by TWOS is structured around three skill levels compatible with the new
graded coding system on personnel authorization documents. Warrant officer positions
on authorization documents are not graded under the current manning system. This
allows the assignment of any warrant officer, W1 through W4, to any position authorized
by his Military Occupational Specialty (MOS). The new system will fill warrant officer
positions with warrants who have the requisite training and experience essential to the
position. The system will be able to do this by coding personnel authorization
documents by three rank groups: Warrant Officer (W1-W2), Senior Warrant Officer (W3W4), and Master Warrant Officer (W5), thereby establishing three utilization levels. The
proposal for grade W5 stemmed from analysis which revealed these three distinct levels
of warrant officer utilization. TWOS determined from the analysis that the three levels
result; not only from the completion of required training, but that they are also
experientially driven. The Master Warrant Officer level positions require a very senior
warrant officer who has been developed over a period of twenty years of warrant officer
service to become a true branch technical integrator. In order for the Army to recognize
and benefit from the third level, (Master Warrant Officer), an additional grade is
required. Grade W5 will also enhance the retention goals for retirement eligible master
warrant officers by providing increased compensation. The new grade of W5 will
require congressional approval. During the interim period, and in the event that grade
W5 is not approved, selected W4 will receive the Master Warrant Officer designation
and be assigned to Master Warrant Officer Positions. The position grading system will
ensure that the levels of warrant officer rank and experience are spread throughout the
force. It will ensure the proper mix of warrant officers at every echelon of the Army.
This does not mean that position grading will correspond with the echelon of a unit
organization. Position grading will correspond with the skill requirements of a given
position. It will allow the Army to build a requirements based warrant officer training
system. The essence of the warrant officer role will remain at the war fighting level.
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Training will occur in three phases during the warrant officers' career to allow maximum
utilization at each level and provide the experience needed before advancement to the
next utilization level. The TWOS concept of warrant officer training will change the
current warrant officer training system by requiring certification at each training level.
Entry level training is already well established. However, additional programs are
required for proponents who lack entry level training or whose entry level training is
inadequate. Initiatives have already been undertaken by Training and Doctrine
Command to standardize the advanced level (to be renamed senior level) warrant
officer training. The Warrant Officer Senior Course will require major revision and will
evolve into Master Warrant Officer Training. The major difference will be a break from
the traditional general subjects course to a course that addresses MOS and branchoriented, specific instruction. This course will provide selected warrant officers with the
branch-related training needed to become technical integrators. The TWOS also
recommended that the use of existing courses not currently available to warrant officers
be considered during the training development process to maximize the use of training
resources.

The TWOS Group recognized that management changes must accompany changes in
training and force composition. Management by years of Warrant Officer Service rather
than by years of Active Federal Service will simplify what has become a very complex
process with regard to schooling, assignments, promotions, and other personnel
management procedures. This policy, similar to the one used for commissioned
officers, means that when enlisted soldiers receive an appointment as a warrant officer,
their "personnel management clock is reset to zero" while retaining seniority for pay and
retirement. It will also allow the Army to manage warrant officers in terms of year
groups and will establish a new career plan that provides the opportunity for warrant
officers to stay on active duty for 30 years as a warrant officer or until the mandatory
retirement age of 62. Another issue which will serve as a corollary to the 30 Year
Career Plan is the Regular Army Integration Program. Under the program, Reserve
warrant officers on active duty who are selected for promotion to W3 must accept an
appointment in the Regular Army or request release from active duty.
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The program is similar in concept to the provision of the Defense Officer Personnel
Management Act (DOPMA) that provides for automatic integration of commissioned
officers selected for promotion to major. The integration program will allow Reserve
warrant officers to integrate into the Regular Army at the W3 promotion point.

The TWOS Group also recommended that the Army develop an aggressive recruiting
program to sustain the warrant officer force. There has never been an institutionalized
recruiting program for the entire force. The current system relies on voluntary
application of enlisted soldiers. This has often left the Army short of required numbers
of warrant officers. A proactive recruiting program will not only sustain the force in
numbers required, but will provide the quality required as well.

The TWOS Group considered many compensation issues which pertain to warrant
officers. The only recommendation was that the Army develop a pay scale for W5 if
Congress approves the grade. However, the TWOS suggested that the compensation
issues should be revisited following full implementation of the Total Warrant Officer
System. The thrust of this review would be to determine if additional compensation
measures are required to attract and retain warrant officers in the right numbers and
with the right skills.

The TWOS Group considered the Reserve Components in every aspect of the study.
However, the inherent constraints placed on members in the Reserve Components may
require some adjustment in how the Army applies TWOS recommendations in the
Reserve Components. Work will continue throughout the implementation phase with
the Army Reserve and Army National Guard in order to achieve the desired results.

Warrant officers have been, and will continue to be, the Army's technical experts. The
development of the Total Warrant Officer System (TWOS) is essential if the Army is to
fully capitalize on warrant officer expertise. Full implementation of the
recommendations by this study group will require the total cooperation of all agencies
involved with the management and utilization of Army warrant officers.
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